
Introducing ‘That’s life in flow’ at RSNA 2022

Introducing ‘That’s life in flow’: At RSNA 2022, Agfa HealthCare will showcase how Enterprise Imaging creates an optimal work
experience for radiologists. New functionalities and workflows let clinicians stay focused on what’s most important: patient diagnosis
and treatment.

The right solutions can help radiology leadership add value and increase the radiologist’s day-to-day performance and job satisfaction.
At RSNA 2022, Agfa HealthCare will share how the Enterprise Imaging platform delivers ‘Life in flow’ to meet radiologists’ daily challenges
through a highly focused, efficient, and customizable experience.

We have put our own focus on innovations that solve radiologists’ challenges and help them concentrate on what they do best – in a positive and
efficient way that supports the delivery of care and enhances their productivity, without trading their wellbeing in the workplace.”

In addition to the RSNA booth, where we can meet in person, Agfa HealthCare will deliver  Virtual Lectures on latest imaging innovations ,
that will be available both to visitors and those unable to attend the physical event.

New Enterprise Imaging solutions that support radiologists’ productivity

At RSNA and beyond, Agfa HealthCare will showcase how the right solutions can help redefine the radiologist’s flow by increasing the efficiency
of their workflow, enhancing their productivity, and boosting the value of their work:
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Shared Reading Workflow: enables faster diagnosis and treatment by balancing radiologists’ workloads, synchronizing their task lists, and
optimizing their time management with intelligent distribution of diagnostic reporting tasks across the hospital network.

Precision Reporting: supports clear, efficient communication between radiologists and clinicians to enhance diagnostic decision making, with
innovative structured reporting. Radiologists can use pre-defined report templates based on ACR BI-RADS® and ACR PI-RADS®, as well as the
new OB-GYN module for fetal reporting and data system.

Teach and Research: enhances diagnostic confidence with the easy creation and curating of reference exams for teaching and research.
Facilitates scientific research, clinical trials or collaboration with AI vendors.

Multimedia Gateway: gives radiologists and clinicians a more comprehensive view of the patient, by making images and videos from departments
with non-standardized image sources part of the patient’s imaging history.

Molecular Imaging: makes it easier for radiologists and their colleagues throughout the hospital to follow up on patient care for oncology and
other pathologies. With embedded PET, SPECT, CT and MR hybrid imaging and fusion tools, as well as easy access to all other imaging
studies, clinicians have a fast and streamlined workflow in a unified reporting environment.

RUBEE™ for AI: puts the benefits of augmented intelligence in radiologists’ hands for triage, workflow orchestration, advanced visualization,
smart hanging protocols and precision reporting, with seamlessly embedded, carefully selected and curated AI packages: Breast AI & Breast AI
Analysis, CT Lung AI, Chest X-Ray AI Visualization, and Chest AI Analysis*

Benefits across the enterprise

XERO Portal: Referring physicians receive results more quickly after the exam, enabling treatment to get started faster, while helping to avoid
retakes. Patients become more involved in their own care with easy access to their medical imaging history.

Cloud services: Agfa HealthCare’s vendor-neutral modular approach to cloud enables hospitals and networks to increase their image storage
and viewing, and data security, scalability and accessibility, while controlling costs.

Cardiology: Across specialties (Ultrasound, Cathlab & EP, ECG, Nuclear Cardiology, CT & MR) and modalities, Enterprise Imaging for
Cardiology improves the cardiologist’s work experience, by offering web-based image viewing and access, powerful advanced analysis
applications, structured reporting, flexible workflows and collaboration tools – all in ONE single workspace.

Works in progress: what’s next?

Agfa HealthCare continues to work on innovative solutions and tools to enhance the radiologist’s workflow and value. At RSNA, visitors can find
out more about Works in Progress including:

Actionable Findings: Close the loop on communicating critical findings. Radiologists can notify colleagues of critical and actionable findings
more easily, and track the notification status, from within their Enterprise Imaging desktop.

Streaming Client for Radiologists: By having a remote overview of their workload, radiologists can plan their day, reshuffle tasks, and
complete sign-off tasks to save time.

Lesion Management and Tracking
The lesion management module will assist the radiologist in reporting lesions in a structured way and will allow to track lesion trending over time.

Find your flow at the Agfa HealthCare booth #2553, in the South Hall at RSNA 2022 Chicago, IL, from November 27- 30, or contact us for a
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special discussion at your convenience, or by listening to our Virtual Lectures.

See you at RSNA 2022 – November 27 – November 30 in the South Hall, Booth #2553

Source: Agfa HealthCare
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